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(1) Wirral Council recognises the excellent work undertaken by Merseyside Fire 

and Rescue Service and applauds the commitment of its frontline and support 
staff. This Council also notes that those individuals’ ability to protect the people 
of Wirral is being jeopardised by the Government cuts to funding as well as 
undermining staff morale. 

 
(2) This Council is deeply concerned by the findings of the Ken Knight review of 

fire and rescue services which makes the case for further huge cuts, mergers 
with other Authorities or Police Crime Commissioners and most worryingly 
privatisation. The Ken Knight review gives very little recognition of the very 
difficult decisions taken by Merseyside Fire and Rescue Authority to date in 
managing the deepest cuts inflicted on any Authority in the Country and instead 
advocates its replacement by a PCC without any evidence whatsoever to prove 
that this would improve the service delivered to the residents of this city region. 

 
(3) This Council notes with serious concern the Government’s alarming proposals 

to privatise part if not all functions of the fire and rescue service, along with yet 
further cuts to their grant funding which will impact on their ability in protecting 
residents from fire, road traffic collisions and other emergencies within the 
Borough of Wirral. 

 
(4) This Council is deeply worried that the Government has lost sight of the fire 

service’s main purpose, to protect residents from fire, road traffic collisions and 
other emergencies and their devastating impact on our communities and that it 
threatens to put private profit ahead of the need to save lives and help people 
feel safe in their homes and community. 

 
(5) This Council further notes that the Government’s proposals are in the context of 

a programme of ill-conceived efficiencies to fire and rescue services. The 
impact this will have on the communities of Merseyside is extremely worrying 
and places vulnerable residents in danger. 

 
(6) This Council also notes due to Government cuts which has seen Merseyside 

Fire and Rescue Service suffer cuts totalling £19.2m over the 4 year spending 
review with 180 firefighters posts deleted and a reduction in Fire engines from 
42 to 28 by 2015. 

 
(7) The Government’s proposal for further huge cuts in 2015 will have devastating 

effects on operational response and the community safety and prevention work 
delivered by the Authority to such an excellent standard. 

 
(8) This Council therefore calls on the Government, in particular the Secretary of 

State for Local Government and the Chancellor’s department to cease their ill 
conceived and irresponsible cuts to our fire and rescue services and pledge 
instead to protect the public from further risk of fire by protecting this front line 
emergency service from further cuts and threats of privatisation. 


